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Peacemaking and Dialogue
2018

as the christian muslim and jewish contributors to this
volume have discovered firsthand religion is better at
fostering peace than at fueling war rarely conclude the
authors is religion the principal cause of international conflict
even though some adversaries may argue differently but
religion can often be invaluable in promoting understanding
and reconciliation and the need to exploit that potential has
never been greater drawing on their extensive experience in
organizing interaction and cooperation across religious
boundaries in the middle east africa southeast asia northern
ireland and the balkans the contributors explore the
formidable potential of interfaith dialogue the first part of the
volume analyzes the concept and its varied application the
second focuses on its practice in specific zones of conflict
and the third assesses the experiences and approaches of
particular organizations when organized creatively interfaith
dialogue can nurture deep engagement at all levels of the
religious hierarchy including the community level it draws
strength from the peacemaking traditions shared by many
faiths and from the power of religious ritual and symbolism
yet as the authors also make plain it also has its limitations
and carries great risks

Interfaith Dialogue and



Peacebuilding
2002

presents an innovative synergistic practice model that will
help social workers use restorative justice skills to facilitate
healing and recovery in the families and communities that
they serve

Social Work and Restorative Justice
2010-11-11

this book offers an analysis of the major sources of the israeli
palestinian conflict and suggests principles and processes for
building a peacemaking platform the primary aim of this
book is to analyze the crucial roles and capacities of mid
level nongovernmental peacemakers as they provide unique
approaches to transforming the israel palestinian conflict it
also aims to analyze and experience dialogue as the primary
mode of peacemaking communication the two part format of
this book creates a structural dialogue part one provides an
academic introduction to the israeli palestinian conflict why it
matters the role of identities and strategies for transforming
the conflict based on international law and human rights part
two is presented in a dialogue format providing further
conflict analysis through storytelling and dialogues with
peacemakers this book will be of great interest to anyone
engaged with peace and conflict transformation ethnography
social justice communication studies and middle eastern
studies human rights and international law



Peacemakers in Israel-Palestine
2022-10-04

this volume explores how religious leaders can contribute to
cultures of peace around the world the essays are written by
leading and emerging scholars and practitioners who have
lived taught or worked in the areas of conflict about which
they write connecting the theory and practice of religious
peacebuilding to illuminate key challenges facing
interreligious dialogue and interreligious peace work the
volume is explicitly interreligious intercultural and global in
perspective the chapters approach religion and peace from
the vantage point of security studies sociology ethics ecology
theology and philosophy a foreword by david smock the vice
president of governance law and society and director of the
religion and peacebuilding center at the united states
institute of peace outlines the current state of the field

Violence, Religion, Peacemaking
2016-09-09

in a world where conflict is never ending this thoughtful
compilation fosters a new appreciation of the art of
peacemaking as it is understood and practiced in a variety of
contemporary settings peacemaking from practice to theory
is about seeing knowing and learning peacemaking as it
exists in the real world built on the premise that
peacemaking is among the most elemental of human
experiences this seminal work emphasizes the importance of



practice and lived experiences in understanding the process
and learning what works to nurture peace to appropriately
reflect the diversity of peacemaking practices challenges and
innovations these two volumes bring together many authors
and viewpoints the first volume consists of two sections
peacemaking in practice and towards an inclusive
peacemaking the second of two additional sections new
directions in peacemaking and interpreting peacemaking as
the title states the work moves peacemaking beyond mere
theory showcasing peacemaking efforts produced recorded
recognized and understood by a variety of individuals and
institutions in doing so it refocuses the study of peacemaking
and guides readers to a systematic understanding and
appreciation of the practices of peacemakers around the
globe

Peacemaking
2011-11-10

does dialogue really resolve conflicts in this unique volume
international experts critically assess the political role of
dialogue addressing its potential and limitations bringing
fascinating insights to bear they examine the theoretical
underpinnings and conceptual boundaries of dialogue as a
tool for conflict resolution major recent crises are considered
and the conflict resolution attempts discussed using these
cases the contributors explore in depth the nature of the
dialogue between the actors the extent to which it worked
and what determined its impact



Dialogue and Conflict Resolution
2015-07-28

this volume presents seven case studies of the united states
institute of peace s facilitated dialogue efforts in iraq kosovo
israel palestine colombia nigeria and nepal covering a variety
of conflict situations and peacemaking efforts from the tribal
reconciliation in mahmoudiya iraq to a justice and security
dialogue in nepal the cases tell stories of peacebuilding
successes efforts in progress limitations on what can be
achieved and lessons learned

Religion, Conflict, and Peacemaking
2017

written by top practitioner scholars who bring a critical yet
empathetic eye to the topic this textbook provides a
comprehensive look at peace and violence in seven world
religions offers a clear and systematic narrative with
coverage of buddhism christianity confucianism hinduism
islam judaism and native american religions introduces a
different religion and its sacred texts in each chapter
discusses ideas of peace war nonviolence and permissible
violence recounts historical responses to violence and
highlights individuals within the tradition working toward
peace and justice examines concepts within their religious
context for a better understanding of the values motivations
and ethics involved includes student friendly pedagogical
features such as enriching end of chapter critiques by



practitioners of other traditions definitions of key terms
discussion questions and further reading sections

Religious Contributions to
Peacemaking
2006

this book contains an analysis of the keys of success in
interfaith dialogue as a mechanism for resolving violent
conflicts it lifts up the unique elements of religious
peacebuilding with a particular focus on apology and
forgiveness it also emphasises the importance of keeping
issues of social justice front and centre so that religious
peacebuilding does not merely make the participants feel
better

Facilitating Dialogue
2012

this volume honors the lifetime achievements of the
distinguished activist and scholar elise boulding 1920 2010
on the occasion of her 95th birthday known as the matriarch
of the twentieth century peace research movement she
made significant contributions in the fields of peace
education future studies feminism and sociology of the
family and as a prominent leader in the peace movement
and the society of friends she taught at the university of
colorado boulder from 1967 to 1978 and at dartmouth
college from 1978 to 1985 and was instrumental in the



development of peace studies programs at both institutions
she was a co founder of the international peace research
association 1964 the consortium on peace research
education and development 1970 and various peace and
women s issues related committees and working groups of
the american sociological association and international
sociological association

Peacemaking and the Challenge of
Violence in World Religions
2015-06-22

the gospel places peacemaking at the center of christian
identity over the centuries however churches have divided
over the role and place of the peacemaking imperative in
their lives and teachings this volume offers deep ecumenical
discussion of the relationship of the church to its
peacemaking mission from the standpoints of history and the
contemporary context contributors representing ten major
faith traditions lois y barrett alexander brunett murray w
dempster donald f durnbaugh john h erickson eric w gritsch
jeffrey gros paul meyendorff lauree hersch meyer thomas h
olbricht thomas d paxson jr james f puglisi john d rempel
alan p f sell and glen h stassen address this crucial topic
from the perspective of their own churches and explore
paths that could lead to the reconciliation of existing
differences



Religious Contributions to
Peacemaking
2010

from its very beginning christian faith has been engaged with
religious violence the first christians were persecuted by
their co religionists and then by imperial rome jesus taught
them in such circumstances not to retaliate but to be
peacemakers to love their enemies and to pray for their
persecutors jesus s response to religious violence of the first
century was often ignored but it was never forgotten even
during those centuries when the church herself persecuted
christian heretics jews and muslims some christians still
struggled to bear witness to the peace mandate of their lord
in the thirteenth century thomas aquinas wrote a theology to
help his dominican brothers persuade cathar christians to
return to their catholic faith peacefully ramon lull a christian
student of arabic and the qur an sought to help his fellow
christians recognize the elements of belief they shared in
common with the muslims in their midst in the fifteenth
century nicholas of cusa a church cardinal and theologian
expanded lull s project to include the newly discovered
religions of asia in the seventeenth century lord herbert an
english diplomat and lay christian began to identify the
political union of church and government as a causal factor
in thereligious warfare of post reformation christendom one
and a half centuries later thomas jefferson a lay theologian
of considerable political stature won a political struggle in the
american colonies to disestablish religion first in his home



colony of virginia and then in the new nation he helped to
found all five of these theologians reclaimed the peace
mandate of jesus in their response to the religious violence
of their own eras all of which points us to some intriguing
christian responses to religious violence in our own century
as recounted in the epilogue

Elise Boulding: Writings on Peace
Research, Peacemaking, and the
Future
2016-11-02

the field of peacemaking is in turbulent change there are
more peacemaking actors than before but fewer success
stories and an increasing number of violent conflicts tend to
resist negotiated agreements tools and practices created for
traditional inter and intra state conflicts have become
ineffective and revision of old mediation practices is called
for this book examines how the private peacemaking
organisations have faced this challenge in the 21st century
private peacemakers have become a central part of peace
diplomacy and have appeared as flexible actors whose
innovative thinking paves the way for reconsidering and
reinventing old practices of mediation instead of
emphasizing the act of resolution a new emphasis is given to
the transformation of violence into a peace system the
complexity of conflict and the inadequateness of rational
management furthermore this shift has brought civic society
actors from the field of reconciliation to the field of peace



mediation this new pragmatic approach under development
can be called dialogic mediation

The Fragmentation of the Church
and Its Unity in Peacemaking
2001

arrays of approaches address the role of religion in conflict
and its resolution

Peacemaking and Religious Violence
2011-05-26

peacemaking and the extractive industries addresses a
significant gap in research on the political and diplomatic
role of multinational corporations in peace processes in
intrastate conflict corporate peacemaking the author focuses
on corporations in the oil and mining sectors supporting or
participating in peace negotiations and mediation the
chapters explore national level peace processes as well as
those at community and global levels while the focus is on
extractive companies the findings are valuable to companies
from all industries looking at peace related processes this
ground breaking book gives a comprehensive picture of how
corporate peacemaking currently works how it can be
developed and implemented and how it is likely to impact
global governance and corporate culture in the future the
book demonstrates that corporate peacemaking has the
potential to be a powerful element in international



governance and peace efforts and ralph shows through the
business case that companies as well as communities will
benefit ralph presents a new framework for corporate peace
that will assist companies from all sectors in countries
experiencing violent conflict in addition to instability human
rights abuses and poor governance based on rigorous
academic research with practical case studies it is essential
reading for practitioners academics policy makers and ngos

The Era of Private Peacemakers
2018-07-07

written by international practitioners and scholars this
pioneering work offers important insights into peace
mediation practice today and the role of third parties in the
resolution of armed conflicts the authors reveal how peace
mediation has developed into a complex arena and how
multifaceted assistance has become an indispensable part of
it offering unique reflections on the new frameworks set out
by the un they look at the challenges and opportunities of
third party involvement with its policy focus and real world
examples from across the globe this is essential reading for
researchers of peace and conflict studies and a go to
reference point for advisors involved in peace processes

Religion, Conflict, and Peacemakers
2018

peacemaking is the activity which transforms the energy of



conflict into the energy of cooperative achievement a
peacemaker is a third party consultant who helps people in
conflict discover shared solutions where all sides feel like a
winner peacemaking presents technologies psychology
theories and application of conflict management activities
the key elements are face to face dialogue the analysis of
conflict and shared solutions the use of third party facilitators
feedback about group dynamics clear conference design and
systems thinking

Peacemaking and the Extractive
Industries
2017-11-22

interfaith dialogue is a practice that could benefit diplomatic
strategies but has not yet been brought into diplomacy s
scope this paper uses the theoretical construct of faith based
diplomacy to recommend interfaith dialogue as a viable
strategy within diplomatic activities

Rethinking Peace Mediation
2021-01-11

this collection brings together accomplished and emerging
scholars who are researching and working for grassroots
social change throughout africa and asia the essays within
are sourced from a series of seminars held during the
founding african peace research and education association
conference at the economic community of west african



states parliament in abuja nigeria the book draws strategic
lines of connection between diverse peoples on the two most
populous continents looking at contemporary gandhian
chinese armed guerrilla insurrectionist state supported and
civil resistance movements each essay reviews recent
attempts at peace building while also placing modern efforts
in traditional historic indigenous contexts

Peacemaking
1988

the un s record in peace operations is long various
distinguished by both accomplishments and failures and
most importantly innovative unfulfilled expectations and
escalating violence in somalia rwanda and bosnia forced
retrenchment upon un peace operations but at the same
time a new opportunity to enhance capacities review
strategies redefine roles and reaffirm responsibilities has
opened up here a dynamic group of leading diplomats
academics and journalists combines forces with un
policymakers and leaders including current secretary general
kofi annan and former secretary general boutros boutros
ghali to explore how the international community can
improve its practice in negotiating and implementing peace
they look at what works and what doesn t in un peacemaking
and peacekeeping and then map out alternative futures for
un action in the 21st century



Faith-based Diplomacy and
Interfaith Dialogue
2019-05-27

this book evaluates the potential for the transformative
mediation framework to be adopted in a non western context
inspired by the premise that mediator ideology exists and
has deep impact on process robert a baruch bush and joseph
p folger articulated the transformative mediation model
which itself evolved from a culture of individualism and
problem solving this theory of conflict transformation has
engaged scholars and practitioners across north america
europe and australia the question remains is the
transformative mediation framework relevant outside of the
west through qualitative interviewing with palestinian
practitioners of the traditional conflict resolution process
sulha and in depth research analysis this study outlines what
distinguishes the ideologies and practices of transformative
mediation and palestinian sulha

Connecting Contemporary African-
Asian Peacemaking and
Nonviolence
2018-10-12

this volume unites three disparate strands of historical and
legal experience nearly from its beginning the catholic



church has sought to promote peace among warring parties
and among private litigants the volume explores three
vehicles the church has used to promote peace papal
diplomacy of international disputes both medieval and
contemporary the arbitration of disputes among litigants and
the use of the tools of reconciliation to bring about
rapprochement between ecclesiastical superiors and those
subject to their authority the book concludes with an
appendix exploring a wide variety of hypothetical yet
plausible scenarios in which the church might use its good
offices to repair breaches among persons and nations

What Works?
2008-09

although religion is almost never a root cause it often gets
pulled into conflict as a powerful element especially where
conflicting parties have different religious identities every
faith tradition offers resources for peace and secular policy
makers are more and more acknowledging the influence of
faith based actors even though there remains a tendency to
associate religion more with conflict than peace in this text
practitioners from different faiths relate and explore the
many challenges they face in their peacebuilding work which
their secular partners may be unaware of the contributors
are all practitioners whose faith or religious experience
motivates their work for peace and justice in such a way that
it influences their actions their roles are diverse as some
work for faith based institutions while others engage in
secular contexts the multiple perspectives featured



represent multiple faiths muslim christian hindu buddhist
jewish diverse scopes of practice different geographic
regions each chapter follows a similar template to address
specific challenges such as dealing with extremist views
addressing negative stereotypes about one s faith endorsing
violence developing relations with other faith based or
secular groups confronting gender based violence and
working with people who hold different beliefs in this text
practitioners from different faiths relate and explore the
many challenges they face in their peacebuilding work which
their secular partners may be unaware of they provide a
comprehensive view of the practice of peacebuilding in its
many challenging aspects for both professionals and those
studying religion and peacebuilding alike

Peacemaking and Peacekeeping for
the New Century
2000-01-01

in the complex process of turning war into peace
international conflict mediators play an increasingly pivotal
role yet almost nothing is known about these influential
individuals in kings of peace pawns of war six of the world s
leading mediators talk in detail for the first time about their
efforts to secure peace in iraq south sudan afghanistan sri
lanka cyprus iraq and aceh former war correspondent harriet
martin draws on unparalleled access to top level mediators
at work on the international scene today thus she is able to
provide for the first time important insights into a profession
rarely subjected to public scrutiny she investigates the



tactics they use to keep the two sides talking and their drive
to complete what is often a thankless task she exposes how
the warring parties and also the international backers of a
mediation will manipulate a peace effort and the mediator
himself in order to retain the upper hand

Peacemaking and Transformative
Mediation
2017-08-28

this updated and expanded edition of the highly popular
volume originally published in 1997 describes the tools and
skills of peacemaking that are currently available and
critically assesses their usefulness and limitations

Peacemaking and the Canon Law of
the Catholic Church
2023-12-21

although restorative justice dialogue is not a long text it is an
impressive achievement each chapter is rich in content as
umbreit and armour blend theory practice empirical research
and case studies to discuss a range of topics from specific
models of restorative justice to the role of facilitators in
restorative justice dialogue psyccritiques restorative justice
dialogue presents a thorough and comprehensive
explanation and assessment of the current state of
restorative justice in the world journal of social work values



and ethics a n evidence based description of the history
practices and future of restorative dialogue that is informed
by the values and principles of law social work and
spirituality this is an impressive achievement daniel w van
nessprison fellowship international washington dc i know of
no other book that provides such a complete review of the
various and emerging restorative practices and the
phenomenal growth of this movement worldwide david karp
phdskidmore college the combination of two outstanding and
widely recognized restorative justice researchers
practitioners and authors has produced a text that is
destined to be a major resource katherine van wormer
phduniversity of northern iowa this book provides a
comprehensive foundation for understanding restorative
justice and its application worldwide to numerous social
issues backed by reviews of empirical research and case
examples the authors describe the core restorative justice
practices including victim offender mediation family group
conferencing and peacemaking circles as well as cultural
considerations emerging variations in a wide variety of
settings and the crucial role of the facilitator together
authors umbreit and armour bring the latest empirical
research and clinical wisdom to those invested in the
research and practice of restorative justice key topics
spiritual components of restorative justice victim offender
mediation family group conferencing peacemaking circles
victim offender dialogue in crimes of severe violence
dimensions of culture in restorative justice humanistic
mediation application to domestic violence higher education
and incarceration



Making Peace with Faith
2018-01-15

this volume examines mechanisms for regional peacemaking
and conflict management in europe and the middle east to
date little research has been devoted to uncovering the
conditions for peace and the factors that contribute to
stabilizing the state of peace this volume assesses the
factors that contribute to regional pacification the incentives
that motivate states in establishing peaceful relations and
most importantly how regions become peaceful it discusses
the conditions under which various types of peace might
emerge on a regional level and the factors most likely to
determine the outcome the book takes an innovative
approach through a systematic comparison of two regions
that are particularly prominent and important for the subject
of regional pacification europe and the middle east while
many believe that the european case is the indispensable
model for peacemaking others believe that these two regions
are too different for europe to be a useful framework for the
middle east this volume occupies a middle ground between
these two extreme positions it argues that while a mindless
copying of european models will not lead to peace in the
middle east important insights can be gained from the most
successful case of regional peacemaking to date this work
will be of much interest to students of regional security
peacemaking conflict management middle east politics
european security and ir in general



Kings of Peace Pawns of War
2006-08-15

the paris peace settlements following the first world war
remain amongst the most controversial treaties in history
bringing together leading international historians this volume
assesses the extent to which a new international order
combining old and new political forms emerged from the
peace negotiations and settlements after 1918 taking
account of new historiographical perspectives and
methodological approaches to the study of peacemaking
after the first world war it views the peace negotiations and
settlements after 1918 as a site of remarkable innovations in
the practice of international politics the contributors address
how a wide range of actors set out new ways of thinking
about international order established innovative institutions
and revolutionised the conduct of international relations they
illustrate the ways in which these innovations were merged
with existing practices institutions and concepts to shape the
international order that emerged out of the paris peace
conference of 1919

Peacemaking in International
Conflict
2007

the handbook of religion and society is the most
comprehensive and up to date treatment of a vital force in



the world today it is an indispensable resource for scholars
students policy makers and other professionals seeking to
understand the role of religion in society this includes both
the social forces that shape religion and the social
consequences of religion this handbook captures the breadth
and depth of contemporary work in the field and shows
readers important future directions for scholarship among
the emerging topics covered in the handbook are biological
functioning organizational innovation digital religion
spirituality atheism and transnationalism the relationship of
religion to other significant social institutions like work and
entrepreneurship science and sport is also analyzed specific
attention is paid where appropriate to international issues as
well as to race class sexuality and gender differences this
handbook includes 27 chapters by a distinguished diverse
and international collection of experts organized into 6 major
sections religion and social institutions religious organization
family life course and individual change difference and
inequality political and legal processes and globalization and
transnationalism

Restorative Justice Dialogue
2010-06-22

this book examines the theory and practice of interactive
peacemaking centering the role of people in making peace
the book presents the theory and practice of peacemaking as
found in contemporary processes globally by putting people
at the center of the analysis it outlines the possibilities of
peacemaking by and for the people whose lives are touched



by ongoing conflicts while considering examples from around
the world this book specifically focuses on peacemaking in
the georgian south ossetian context it tells the stories of
individuals on both sides of the conflict and explores why
people choose to make peace and how they work within their
societies to encourage this this book emphasizes theory built
from practice and offers methodological guidance on
learning from practice in the conflict resolution field this book
will be of much interest to students and practitioners of
peacemaking conflict resolution south caucasus politics and
international relations the open access version of this book
available at taylorfrancis com has been made available
under a creative commons attribution non commercial no
derivatives 4 0 license

Regional Peacemaking and Conflict
Management
2015-11-06

the faith based reconciliation process is an innovative
approach to diplomacy and peacemaking that has been
developed over the past twenty years by brian cox who
brings together a unique background in politics theological
and pastoral training conflict resolution and international
experience this approach is defined by eight core values and
by a deliberative process that focuses on creating a
reconciling spirit between antagonists as a prelude to
constructive joint problem solving as a methodology it is not
a form of interfaith dialogue or a traditional confl ict
resolution model it is a totally unique process that causes



participants to search the depths of their own being and to
experience at the deepest level the heart of the other in a
faith based context it is abrahamic reconciliation

Peacemaking and International
Order after the First World War
2023-03-31

the intifada of 2000 2001 has demonstrated the end of an
era of diplomacy in the arab israeli conflict the style of
peacemaking of the olso accords has been called into
question by the facts on the ground elite forms of
peacemaking that do not embrace the basic needs of
average people on all sides are bound to fail the complete
neglect of deeper cultural and religious systems in the peace
process is now apparent as is the role that this neglect has
played in the failure of the process building on his earlier
book between eden and armageddon gopin provides a
detailed blueprint of how the religious traditions in question
can become a principal asset in the search for peace and
justice he demonstrates how religious people can be the
critical missing link in peacemaking and how the
incorporation of their values and symbols can unleash a new
dynamic that directly addresses basic issues of ethics justice
and peace gopin s analysis of the theoretical theological and
political planes shows us what has been achieved thus far as
well as what must be done next in order to ensure effective
final settlement negotiations and secure sovereign
democratic countries for both peoples



Handbook of Religion and Society
2016-07-15

intractable conflict is a protracted violent and long time
struggle wherein generation after generation is socially
conditioned to continue fighting to break the chain of
destruction a revolutionary peacemaking process is required
this book serves as an introduction to the study of
peacemaking revolutions which are necessary to build a
peaceful and well functioning society in desperate intractable
conflict situations the challenge of peacemaking revolution is
to turn opposing parties into a peacemaking community a
peacemaking community offers political platforms to involve
the different societal elements of the opposing parties in the
struggle for change it offers a consensus building process
that approaches the conflict from different sides dimensions
and directions this book provides a fresh perspective to the
study of destructive social conflicts their transformation and
resolution it will serve to provoke a critical discussion among
those who are interested in the new emerging study of
peacemaking revolutions

Interactive Peacemaking
2022-01-26

recent years have seen a meteoric rise in the power and
importance of organized religion in many parts of the world
at the same time there has been a significant increase in
violence perpetrated in the name of religion while much has



been written on the relationship between violence and
religious militancy history shows that religious people have
also played a critical role in peacemaking within numerous
cultures in the new century will religion bring upon further
catastrophes or will it provide human civilization with
methods of care healing and the creation of peaceful and
just societies in this groundbreaking book marc gopin
integrates the study of religion with the study of conflict
resolution he argues that religion can play a critical role in
constructing a global community of shared moral
commitments and vision a community that can limit conflict
to its nonviolent constructive variety if we examine religious
myths and moral traditions gopin argues we can understand
why and when religious people come to violence and why
and when they become staunch peacemakers he shows that
it is the conservative expression of most religious traditions
that presents the largest challenge in terms of peace and
conflict gopin considers ways to construct traditional
paradigms that are committed to peacemaking on a deep
level and offers such a paradigm for the case of judaism
throughout gopin emphasizes that developing the potential
of the world s religions for coping with conflict demands a
conscious process on the part of peacemakers and
theologians his innovative and carefully argued study also
offers a broad set of recommendations for policy planners
both inside and outside of government

Faith-Based Reconciliation
2012-01



Holy War, Holy Peace
2002-04-11

Religious Contributions to
Peacemaking
2006

Elements of Peacemaking
Revolutions
2021-09-24

Conflict Resolution and
Peacemaking in Islam
2000-06-26

Between Eden and Armageddon :
The Future of World Religions,
Violence, and Peacemaking
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